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I. 1. INTR~DuCTI~N 
In a recent paper [l] M. Aschbacher has developed some powerful tools 
for studying finite groups G which possess an involution whose centralizer in 
G is not 2-constrained (all relevant definitions are included following the 
initial discussion). His basic hypothesis is that for at least one involution 
t E G Cc(t) is not 2-constrained and for every involution a E G the components 
of C,(u) are quasisimple. The set Z(G) of components of C,(u) as a runs 
over all involutions in G is ordered in such a way that the set of maximal 
elements under this ordering (denoted by 2’*(G)) contains, in particular, 
the set of components which are maximal under set theoretic inclusion. It is 
these * -maximal components which are of primary interest. The main result 
of [l] asserts that G always has an involution 2, and component L of Cc(tl) 
with L E S?*(G) and with one of the following holding: 
(1) L4 E(G), 
(2) V involutions a E C,(L), C,(a) C N,(L) and Vg E G, [L,LJ] # 1 
(i.e., in Aschbacher’s terminology L is a standard component), 
(3) L is of 2-rank 1,3x E C,(O,(L)) with [L, L%] = 1, Vg E G, [L, Lg] = 
1 o L’J = Lx, LLx = d,(N(L)), and V involutions a E C(L), A,(C(a)) a LLx. 
The purpose of this first paper is to classify all finite groups which satisfy 
the above hypotheses, the assumption that G = 02(G) and in which the 
exceptional case (3) arises. The concluding paper in this series removes the 
restriction G = 02(G) by passing from G to 02(G) (in which case the 
“twisting” element x may be lost) and treats the situation where m(L) = 1 
and (2) holds for (02(G), L). Combining these two results gives a complete 
classification of all finite groups satisfying the basic hypothesis of [l] and in 
which case (3) occurs. 
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One can see precisely why (3) occurs by the following example. Let q be a 
power of an odd prime with q > 3, q f 1 (mod 8) and let 
One easily computes that the projective centralizer of the image of t in 
L,(q) = G contains the images of 
(the exact structure of C,(t) is computed in [16]). 
Furthermore, AI and & are the only components of Cc(t), ?ir” = &, 
AI g X.(2, q) and A,A, is the centra1 product of AI and & with common 
center (t) (if q = 3, xr is not quasisimple and, in fact, C,(t) is 2-constrained). 
The main result of this paper shows that in simple groups satisfying his 
hypothesis, Aschbacher’s third possibility occurs only in the 4-dimensional 
classical groups so that this example represents the generic case one should 
keep in mind throughout. 
The congruence restriction on q further illustrates the power of 
Aschbacher’s Standard Form Theorem: for if q = 1 (mod 8) let h be a 
primitive 8th root of unity in GF(q) and let 
h h t, -= 
t 1 
h E SL(4,q). 
--A 
Notice that t12 E Z(SL(4, q)) so tI is a projective involution in G. Under the 
above notation one easily computes that C,(t,) has precisely one component, 
namely the image of 
in L,(q). NowE is a standard component and Jr C&in fact if q EZ 1 (mod 8) 
it follows that xX is never maximal under the component ordering! 
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1.2. DEFINITIONS 
(a) For a prime p the group X is p-constrained if X = X/O,(X) has the 
property that Cx(O,(X)) C O,(8). 
(b) A group X is quasisimple if X = [X, X] and X/Z(X) is a non- 
abelian simple group. 
(c) Asubgroup YofagroupXiscalledacomponentofXif Y = [Y, Y], 
Y aa X and Y/O(Y) is quasisimple (elsewhere Y is called a 2-component). 
(d) E(X) = (Y C X 1 Y is a component of X and Y is quasisimple). 
(e) For a finite group G let 8(G) d enote the set of all components of 
the subgroups E(C,(t)) as t ranges over all involutions in G. Define the 
relation <* on Z(G) by L <* K if there exists an involution t E G with 
L 4 E(C,(t)), K = [K, t] and L C K. Extend <* to a partial order <* on 
3(G) by defining L < * K if there is a sequence (L,}y=, C S(G) with L = L, , 
L, = K and for each i either Li == L,+l or Li <* Li+l . Let 9*(G) be the 
set of maximal elements of S?(G) under this partial order. 
(f) For X C G, L E B(G) define AL(X) = (LQ 1 g E G and LQ 4 E(X)). 
(g) If X and U are subgroups of G with U normalizing X define 
r,,,(x) = (N,(V) I 1 # v c w. 
(h) Assume A, ,..., A,, are commuting subgroups of a group X and for 
each i, A, has a unique involution. If Vi f j j Ai n Aj I2 = 2, denote the 
group generated by A, ,..., A, by A,* ... *A,, . 
(i) An element x is said to be rooted in a group X if 3~1 E X with 
y2 = x. 
(j) For a group X, F(X) = Fitting subgroup of X and F*(X) = 
F(X) E(X) = generalized Fitting subgroup of X. 
The remainder of our notation is standard (see [8]). 
The main theorem of this paper can now be stated. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a jinite group with no subgroup of index 2, t an 
involution in G, A a E(C,(t)) with A E P*(G). Assume thatfor each involution 
a E G the components of C,(a) are quasisimple. Assume further that 
(I) A is of%-rank I, 
(2) for some x E C,(O,(A)), [A, A”] = 1, 
(3) Vg E G, [A, Ao] = 1 3 As = AZ, 
(4) V involutions a E C,(A), A,(C(a)) 4 AA”, and 
(5) AA5 = d&V,(A)). 
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Then G has a normal subgroup G* of odd index containing O(G) such that for 
some odd q > 3 G*/O(G) g S,(q), L,(q)q $ 1 (mod 8) or U,(q)q $ 7 (mod 8). 
From [1] and Theorem 1 we have the immediate corollary: 
COROLLARY I. Let G be a finite simple group with Y(G) # a. Assume for 
each involution a E G that the components of Co(a) are quasisimple. Assume 
further that A E 9*(G) and if K E S(G) and A is a homomorphic image of K, 
then K E Z*(G). Then one of the following holds: 
(I) A = A,(No(A)) = d,(C,(a)) for each involution a E Co(A) and 
VgE G [A, Ao] # 1; 
(2) for some odd q > 3 G g S,(q), L,(q)q $ 1 (mod 8), or U,(q)q $ 7 
(mod 8). 
After some preliminary lemmas, the proof of Theorem 1 begins in Section 3 
by studying the Sylow 2-subgroups of Co(A*Az) until it is possible to show 
j C,(A*Az)l, = 2. In Section 4 the fusion of involutions in Co(O,(A)) is 
analyzed until the isomorphism type of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G is determined. 
The arguments are independent of the main theorems of [I] but draw on 
some of its preliminary lemmas. 
II. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
The first two lemmas are well known. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let H be a finite group. 
(I) If X, A C H with A perfect and [X, A, A] = I, then [X, A] = 1. 
(2) E(H) is a central product of uniquely determined quasisimple groups, 
namely the components of E(H), so these components are permuted under 
conjugation by H. 
(3) C&F*(H)) = Z(F*(H)). 
(4) Assume K1 and K, are distinct components of E(H) and w is an 
invobtion in H with K,” = Kz . Then (i) {hh” 1 h E K1} is a homomrophic 
image of K1 contained in C,(w) and so, in particular, is perfect, and (ii) if w 
belongs to a fourgroup W with WC N(K,K,), then P,,,(K,K,) = K,K, . 
Proofs. (1) is immediate from the 3 subgroups lemma, (2) and (3) are 
found in Goldschmidt [7] and (4) is proven in Aschbacher [I] Lemmas 2.5 
and 2.8, respectively. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a finite group, t an involution in G and assume the 
components of C(t) are quasiSimple. Then Cc(,,(E(C(t))) is 2-constrained. 
Proof. Let X = C&E(C(t))) d b an o serve that as X 4 C(t) components 
of X are components of C(t) so by definition of X E(X) = 1. Moreover, 
since the components of X are quasisimple it follows that E(X/O(X)) = 1. 
Thus F*(X/O(X)) = 0,(X/O(X)) h w ence by 2. I (3) X is 2-constrained. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let a be an involution in the finite group H, t an involution in 
C,(a), A a component of E(C,(t)) with A CC,(a) and L a component of 
E(C,(a)). Then one of the following holds: 
(i) A = L, 
(ii) [A, L] = I, 
(iii) L # Lt and A = CL&t)‘, OY 
(iv) L = [L, t] and L I A. 
Proof. See Lemma 2.7 (2) of [I]. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let a be an involution in the finite group H and assume the 
components of C,(a) are quasisimple. Let t be an involution in CH(a), A a 
component of E(C,(t)) with A C C,(a). Then A C E(C,(a)) and if in addition 
A E Z*(H), 3L a component of E(C,(a)) with either A = L OY L f Lf and 
A = CLLt(t)‘. 
Proof. By a direct application of Lemma 2.3 to each component L of 
E(C(a)) we obtain either A C E(C(a)) or A C C,(,)(E(C(a))). By way of 
contradiction assume A C X = C,(,,(E(C(a))) and let B = O,,,,(X), so that 
A normalizes Cc(t). Because Cn(t) is solvable, [CJt), A, A] C Z(A) and so by 
two applications of Lemma 2.1 (I), [CB(t), A] = 1. Hence A centralizes 
Cc(t) 0(X)/O(X) so by the generalized A x B lemma (Lemma 1.1 of [2]; A 
being generated by its 2’-elements) X is not 2-constrained contrary to 
Lemma 2.2. This contradiction proves A C E(C(a)) so there exists a com- 
ponent L of E(C(a)) with [A, L] # 1. If furthermore A E Z*(H), from 
Lemma 2.3 and the definition of 5?*(H) it follows that either A = L or 
L # Lt and A = CLLt(t)’ as desired. 
Now let A be a finite quasisimple group of 2-rank 1. The major results of 
Brauer-Suzuki [3] and Gorenstein-Walter [12] show that A/O(A) e SL(2, q) 
or A& where q is a power of an odd prime, 4 > 3 and A, is the 2-fold covering 
group of A, . Furthermore, by examining the Schur multipliers of these 
groups one sees that A z SL(2, q), a, , A66 or A^,6 where the latter two 
groups are the 6-fold covering groups of A,, A,, respectively. We will 
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require some miscellaneous results on certain subgroups of Aut(A) and some 
generation properties of A. 
LEMMA 2.5. Assume A z SL(2, ~5’~~) where p is an odd prime, m is odd and 
q r= p?~nl~ 
(1) Aut(A) cx PIL(2, q). 
(2) All involutions in PSL(2, q) are conjugate; involutions in PGL(2, q) - 
PSL(2, q) are conjugate under the action of PSL(2, q); and ifr > 1 all involutions 
in PPL(2, q) - PGL(2, q) are conjugate under the action of PGL(2, q). 
(3) Out(A) = Aut(A)/Inn(A) is abelian and has a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
type (2, 27; if Y > 1 the 3 cosets of Out(A) of order 2 are distinguished by the 
terms PGL, PGL* and$eld; ifr > 2, only the$eld coset is rooted in Out(A) so 
in general if i is an involution in Aut(A) which is rooted in Aut(A), i induces 
either an inner or field automorphism on A; furthermore, the PGL* coset contains 
no involution of Aut(A). 
(4) If i is an involution in Aut(A), one of the following holds: 
(i) i is an inner automorphism on A and 1 A : C,(i)& = 2, 
(ii) i is a PGL automorphism on A and 1 C,(i)lz = 2, 
(iii) i is a field automorphism on A, C,(i) z SL(2, p2’-lm), so 
1 A : C,(i)lz = 2; furthermore CpcL(2,q)(i) C PSL(2, q) and i centralizes a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of PSL(2, q). 
In particular, if i is an involution in Aut(A), i does not centralize a Sylow 
2-subgroup of A. 
(5) / A j2 > 2r+3. 
(6) Sylow 2-subgroups of PSL(2, q) and PGL(2, q) are dihedral. Sylow 
2-subgroups of PGL*(2, q) are quasidihedral. 
Proof. Most of these facts are well known: (I), (2) and the first sentence 
of (6) are in Dickson [4] and Dieudonne [5]. 
To prove (3) observe that PPL(2, q) is constructed by taking the semidirect 
product of GL(2, q) by Aut(GF(q)) and factoring this group by Z(GL(2, q)). 
Since I PGL(2, q) : PSL(2, q)l = 2, Out(A) s 2s x Aut(GF(q)). From this 
decomposition, all but the final statement of (3) is immediate. Using part (2) 
one can easily establish this remaining fact. 
Parts (i) and (ii) of (4) follow from the structure of Sylow 2-subgroups of 
PSL(2, q) and PGL(2, q). Assume i is an involution in PPL(2, q)-PGL(2, q) 
and observe that by (2) we may choose a basis for the underlying vector space 
A operates on so that i acts as a field automorphism on the matrix coefficients 
of elements of A represented in terms of this basis. Thus C,(i) z SL(2, p2’-‘“) 
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and a direct computation using the order formulas shows / A : C,(i)1 x 2 
(mod 4). Form the semidirect product A(i) = H and note that H/Z(A) is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(A). Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of A 
containing a Sylow 2-subgroup S,, of C,(i). Since both S and S, are 
(generalized) quaternion and j S : S,, 1 = 2 we may write S = (a, j I aan = 
jz, j4 = I, .j = a-l), S,, = (a2, j). Let (z) = (8) so that (z) =y Z(A) 
and because i centralizes a2 but not a, iui = az. Thus i centralizes S/(z) 
which is a Sylow 2-subgroup of A/Z(A) s PSL(2,q). Furthermore because 
(zj)2 = ;‘j2 = z, by part (2) both i and zj induce field automorphisms of 
order 2 on A but by orders they are not conjugate in (A, i). Since 
1 PGL(2, q) : PSL(2, q)1 = 2 and because the single class of field auto- 
morphisms (under the action of PGL(2, q)) splits into two classes under the 
action of PSL(2, q), Cpc;L(2,a)(i) C PSL(2, q) as desired. This establishes all 
assertions of (4). 
Statement (5) is immediate from (4) (iii) and induction. 
To prove that a Sylow 2-subgroup of PGL*(2, q) is quasidihedral let i be a 
field automorphism of order 2 in PrL(2, q) and let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
PGL(2, q) containing a Sylow 2-subgroup of CPcL(2,n)(i). We previously 
mentioned that S is dihedral and, of course, 1 S 1 = 1 PGL*(2, q)12 = 2n+1. 
If (a) is the cyclic maximal subgroup of S, from (4) (iii) it follows that 
i& = a1+2”-’ so 1 iu / = 2”. Thus a Sylow 2-subgroup T of PGL*(2, q) has 
a cyclic maximal subgroup and, by the last statement of (3), Qn,( T) C PSL(2, q) 
so Q,(T) is dihedral. These two facts prove T is quasidihedral. 
LEMMA 2.6. Assume A E ,& . 
(1) Aut(A) z z; . 
(2) No involution of Aut(A) centralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup of A. 
(3) The coset of order 2 in Out(A) is denoted by the term &type and the 
centralizer in A of each involution in this coset contains a subgroup isomorphic 
to SL(2, 3). 
Proof. To prove (1) note that Aut(A,) z 2, and by Schur [17] a, c & 
where & is the appropriate extension of & by a group of order 2. Since every 
automorphism of A, acts nontrivially on &Z(/&), (1) follows. 
One can establish (2) and (3) via Lemma 2.5 by observing that A^, (the 
2-fold covering group of A,J e SL(2,9) whence every involution in Aut(A) 
induces a nontrivial automorphism on some subgroup B of A with 
B g SL(2,9). Moreover, involutions of 2, type on A induce automorphisms 
of field type on B. 
At this point it is worth remaking that since we are concerned with the 
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action of 2-elements on A, the two exceptional groups with nontrivial cores 
present no additional difficulty in future arguments. Furthermore, since 
Sylow 3-subgroups of as6 and a,” are of exponent 3 if A, is a subgroup of 
either of these groups and A, involves SL(2, 3) then A, actually contains 
X(2, 3) as a subgroup. 
LEMMA 2.7. Assume A is a quasisimple normal subgroup of thefinitegroup N, 
m(A) .: 1 and W is a fourgroup contained in N. If P,,,(A) does not contain a 
subgroup isomorphic to SL(2, 3) then A g SL(2, 5), WC AC(A) and 
Proof. By Lemma 3.5 of [l] if I’,,,(A) # A, then W 2 AC(A) and 
A/O(A) s SL(2, q), q = 5, 7, 9 or 2,. 
If A C+ SL(2, 5), each distinct w E W# centralizes a distinct cyclic subgroup 
of A of order 8. Using Dickson’s list (Section 260 of [4]) it is an easy matter 
to check that any subgroup of PSL(2, q), q = 7 or 9 (or AJ which contains 
2 distinct cyclic subgroups of order 4 must also contain PSL(2,3). 
If A G SL(2, 5) and WC AC(A), since in PSL(2, 5) (=A5) the centralizer 
of each involution has order 4, it follows directly that r,, &A) c Q8 . 
LEMMA 2.8. Assume A is a quasisimple subgroup of the$nite group X with 
m(A) = 1 and FIX E C(O,(A)) such that [A, A”] = 1. Let D = A*AZ, 
(z) = O,(A) and assume y E N(D). Then the following hold: 
(1) All noncentral involutions in D are conjugate in D. 
(2) If A’J = A” and y2 = 1, every involution in yD is conjugate by some 
element of D to either y or yz. 
(3) If y2 E (z) and y induces a PGL automorphism on both A and Ax, all 
projective (mod (x)) involutions in yD are conjugate under D to y. 
(4) If y2 = 1 and y induces a jeld automorphism on both A and Ax, then 
(i) all involutions in yA are conjugate under A toy, and (ii) yD has 2 D-classes of 
involutions represented by y and yw where w is an involution in Co(y) - {.z}. 
Proof. Assertion (1) is a consequence of the fact that all elements of order 4 
in A are conjugate in A. 
To prove (2) suppose a E A, b E Au and (yab)2 = 1. By expanding and 
rearranging this equation we obtain (bva)(a’Jb) = 1. Thus a”b E A n Au = (t) 
where (t) is of order 2 or 6 and t3 = z. Hence yab = a’Jyb = b-Vyb, so 
yab is conjugate to some involution in (t, y). Since (t, y) z 2, x 2, , 
2, x 2, or D,, it follows that in any case yab is conjugate in ( y, D) to either y 
or yz Because D is of index 2 in ( y, D> this conjugation can be accomplished 
by an element of D. 
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To prove (3) notice that if u is any projective involution in yD, by 
Lemma 2.5 (2) 3a E A such that u”y is a 2-element in C(A) and 36 E AZ such 
that uby is a 2-element in C(A”). Because [A, Ax] = 1, &by is a 2-element in 
C(A) n C(Az) SO uab = y or yz. By Lemma 2.5 (4) y inverts an element c 
of order 4 in A so y N yz in (y, c) and (3) is proven. 
To prove (4) first notice that if u is any involution in yD, II induces a field 
automorphism on both A and A”. Furthermore, (the proof of) Lemma 2.5 (4) 
shows that there are 2-classes of projective (mod Z(A)) involutions in the 
coset uA: one class of bona fide involutions and one class of elements of order 4. 
Hence all involutions in uA are conjugate under A to u and, in particular, 
u N uz. By applying the argument of the previous paragraph to D/Z(D) g 
PSL(2, q) x PSL(2, q) it follows that under conjugation by D there are 
4 classes of projective (mod Z(D)) involutions in the coset y(D/Z(D)) repre- 
sented by yZ(D), yaZ(D), ybZ(D) and yabZ(D), where a and b are elements 
of order 4 in C,(y), C,,(y) respectively. Only the cosets yZ(D) and yabZ(D) 
contain bona fide involutions (y and yab respectively) and because y w yz 
and yab ~yabx these projective classes each lift to single classes of involutions 
under conjugation by D. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let H = PI’L(2, q) q odd and let y E H be a field auto- 
morphism of order 2’. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of H containing a Sylow 
2-subgroup of C,(yO-‘-I); let R = S n PGL(2, q), Q = S n PSL(2, q). Then 
Vs E R - Q 1 ys j > 2’. Furthermore 3e E Q with 1 e / = 2’ and (ye)a7-’ = 
y2r-1e2r-1. 
Proof. By the hypothesis we may write 
R = (a, i 1 #’ = i2 = 1, i& = a-1) 
where i E C(y) n Q. By induction on Y it follows that y-lay = ult2”~’ (where 
r < n - 3 by Lemma 2.5 (5)). 
For ar, E z calculate that (ya*~)~ = ys(y~i@y)uao = y’%z?~o+@“-’ = ya@ 
where if 0~~ = 26 (mod 2”+l), ai = 2a+i (mod 2at2). By induction, (yaEO)st = 
yztaa*, where q = 2a+t (mod 2s+‘+l). In particular, if q, = 1 (mod 2) 
(-e @Q E R - Q), (y@o)2’ = y2’aR’ = aa, where OL,. z 2’ (mod 2r+r), so 
/ yaao / > 2’. 
Consider now ya+ with (~a = 1 (mod 2). One calculates that (ya*oi)2 = 
y2aoio2”-r = y2& where A0 = 2”-’ (mod 2n-r+1). With y1 = y2 the previous 
paragraph shows: 
( ylaAo)2’-’ yy&l = &I 
where A,-, = 2”~~ (mod 2”), whence / ya% 1 = 2r+1. 
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Finally, if e = uzn-‘, 1 e 1 = 2’ and our calculations show that (JW)~‘-’ ~-1 
where LY~-~ = 2T-1 (mod 2’). Thus e +I is the unique involution, e+-l, in (e), 
as required. 
III. THE STRUCTURE OF C,(A*A”) 
For the remainder of the paper G will be a finite group satisfying the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1, A, t and x will be as given by this hypothesis. 
Some additional notation will be useful: D = A*A”, (z) = O,(A) = 
O,(D), z2 = 1, N = N(D), C = C(D), w is an involution in D - (z>. 
LEMMA 3.1. IfXC G and A a E(X), th en either A a X or D 4 X and 
in the Zatter case / X : N,(A)1 < 2. 
Proof. Because X permutes the components of E(X) and because 
distinct components of E(X) commute elementwise, by hypothesis 
Vy E X, izu E {A, A”). Thus each y in X either normalizes A or interchanges A 
and A” and the result follows. 
LEMMA 3.2. C(z) = N. 
Proof. Because (a) = O,(D), clearly NC C(z). To prove the reverse 
inclusion notice that because [t, x] = 1 and A E 9*(G) by Lemma 2.4 
applied in H = G there is a component L of C(z) with either A = L or 
L # Lt and A = CLLt(t)‘. If A = L then since x E C(z), D a E(C(x)) so by 
3.1 D 4 C(z) as desired. Suppose L # Lt and A = CLLt(t)‘. Then since 
[A, A”] = 1, L, Lt, Lx, Ltx must be commuting components of E(C(z)). Thus 
Lx, Ltx C N(A) _C C(Z) SO Lx, Ltx a E(N(A)). But this is absurd because by 
hypothesis A” 4 E(N(A)) and AZ = CLZLtZ(tr)’ # Lx or Ltx. This contradic- 
tion completes the proof of the lemma. 
At this point z assumes the role of t and future arguments will, in fact, 
force z = t. 
LEMMA 3.3. (1) I N: N(A)1 = 2, (2) N(A) = N(Az), (3) N(E(N)) = 
N = N(N), (4) N(C) = N. 
Proof. (1) First of all N(A) C C(z) = N. Since x E N, N # N(A) and by 
3.1 1 N : N(A)1 < 2, proving (1). 
Clearly (1) * (2) and 3.1 * (3). 
In (4) we have C(C) C C(z) so Dq E(C(C)). Hence D _a E(N(C)) SO 3.1 
gives N(C) C N as desired. 
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LEMMA 3.4. If a is an invoktion in C(A), then C(a) C N. Similarly 
a E C(As) 3 C(a) C N. 
Proof. Lemma 2.4 applied in H = G with z in place of t shows that 3L 
a component of E(C(a)) with either A = L or L # L” and A = C&Z)‘. The 
latter case is impossible because z E E(C(a)) and L g E(C(a)); so necessarily 
A 4 E(C(a)) and previous lemmas apply to complete the proof. Conjugating 
by x establishes the second assertion. 
LEMMA 3.5. ( 1) If B is any subgroup of A or A5 isomorphic to SL(2, 3) and 
either Bg C N or B C N”, then g E N. (2) A ssume f is an involution in N with 
C( f ) C N. If f g E N(A) andf” induces an automorphism of field or Z7 type on A 
or A”, then g E N, in particular if 9 G N(A) for some g E G, then .zg is not of 
Jield or .Z7 type on A or A”. 
Proof. (1) Assume Bg C N. Since SL(2,3) has no subgroup of index 2, 
Bg C N(A). Furthermore, since by 2.5 (3) N(A)/AC(A) is abelian, (Bg)’ C 
AC(A). Finally, since Sylow 2-subgroups of AC(A)/C(A) are dihedral and B’ 
is a quaternion group, .zg E C(A). Thus A C Ng, whence A C N(Ag). Now by 
arguing as above with (B, Ng) instead of (Bg, N) we obtain A” C N(A). Hence 
[A, As] C A r\ As so by Lemma 2.1 (1) either [A, Ag] = 1 or [A, Ag] = 
A = Ag. In any case AU E {A, A”} whence g E N. 
If B C Ng, BY-l C N so g-l EN as required. 
In (2) if fg induces an automorphism of field or Z; type on A or A*, by 
Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 (using the fact that for all odd 4 SL(2, Q) contains a 
subgroup isomorphic to SL(2,3)) 3B C A or A5 with B z SL(2, 3) and 
B C Ng. By (1) g E N. Since N = C(z), the final assertion is immediate from 
the previous ones. This establishes the lemma in its entirety. 
Using Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 it is easy to see that for every g E G - N, 
/ C n Cg 1 is odd, that is, in Aschbacher’s terminology C is tightly embedded 
in G. To study the interplay between Sylow 2-subgroups of conjugates of C 
we introduce the following set: 
f-{!rg 1 # PESy12(CDnN),gfG--1. 
If 5 = 0, by the Glauberman Z*-theorem [6] 20(G) E Z(G/O(G)) and so 
1 G : N(A) O(G)\ = 2 contrary to hypothesis. Thus Y # o . 
The first major result of this section is that every element of Y has order 2; 
from this point it is an easy matter to show that a Sylow 2-subgroup of C has 
order 2. 
It is convenient to quote the completely elementary result of part (1) of 
Theorem 2 of El]: 
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LEMMA 3.6. Let To E 7, R E Syl,(Nc,,(Ta)). Then R = Tg x (R n C) s 
T x T. 
Proof. See [l] (this is basically Lemma 4.4 of [I]). 
For TP E .Y a remark on the symmetry between N and Ng is enlightening. 
Let Nr = NV, C, = 0. Throughout this section lemmas proven for (N, C) 
hold equally well for (Nr , C-in particular we can define the analogous set 
9” = { Tlh / 1 f Tlh E Syl,(C,” n NJ, h E G - Nl} 
and prove Yr I D. 
SinceT~EY,/C~nN~a>1soby3.6and3.41CnN~/,~1C~nN/Z. 
Let Tl E Syl,(C n Ng) and let T, = T,Q( T, C Ng = N,); thus, by definition 
of Tl , T$-l E Syl,(Cf-l n N,), whence Tgvl E YI . An application of 3.6 and 
3.4 in (Nr , C,) gives 1 Cg n N I2 > 1 C n Ng /a which establishes that 
j 0 n N i2 = j C n Ng I2 . A further application of Lemma 3.6 using either 
(N, C) or (Nr , C,) now shows that Sylow 2-subgroups of C n IV” are 
isomorphic to Sylow 2-subgroups of C” n N. 
LEMMA 3.7. Assume W is a foursubgroup of N such that for someg E G - N 
C(v) C N”, Vv E W#. Then A s SL(2,5), WC AC(A) n A”C(A”) and 
rwv(A) = Qs . 
Proof. By Lemma 3.5 neither I’,,,(D) n A nor I’,,,(D) n A” contains a 
subgroup isomorphic to ,X(2,3). Thus by Lemma 2.1 (4) WC N(A) = N(A”) 
and by Lemma 2.7 A g SL(2,5), WC AC(A) n A%‘(A”) and r,,,(A) z Q8. 
LEivIM.4 3.8. If T~F 9-, m(Tg) = 1. 
Proof. Assume W is a foursubgroup of Tg. By Lemma 3.4 C(V) C No 
Vo E W#. Thus by 3.7 A z SL(2,5) and r,,,(A) z Qs . Now z is the unique 
involution in r ,,,(A) and by 3.5 z does not centralize As. Also, N(Ag)/C(Ag) 
is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut(Ag) g Z; so any quaternion subgroup of 
N(Ag) necessarily intersects C(A ) Y nontrivially. Combining these two facts 
gives that I’,,,(A) n N(Ag) E 2,. 
By Lemma 3.6 C,(Tg) contains a fourgroup V and we may assume z E V. 
Now V C NY and for each v E V #, C(v) C N. From 3.7 it follows that 
I/C AgC(A”). These calculations demonstrate that H = (V, I’,,,(A) n N(Ag)) 
is an abelian subgroup of N(AQ) of type (2,4) with the property that for every 
involution i E H, C(i) C N. But Sylow 2-subgroups of Aut(Ag) are dihedral so 
some involution in H must centralize Ag, contradicting the fact that As g N. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.9. If S E Syl,(N), G&Z(S)) = (a) and S E SyI,(G). If 7’0 E Y-, 
Q,(Tfq = (z”). 
Proof. Since by 2.5 and 2.6 no 2-element acting nontrivially on A 
(resp. A”) centralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup of A (resp. A”), Qn,(Z(S)) c C. If 
Z(S) is not cyclic, then 3.8 and 3.6 are in conflict. Thus a,(Z(S)) = (z) and 
because N = C(a), SE Syl,(G). 
If T” E Y, notice that z E C(Tg) C Ng so [a, a~] = 1. Since (~0, TV) is a 
2-subgroup of CJ n N and To E Syl,(O n N), .a? E Tg. Since m(T”) = 1, 
(20) = Q,(Tg) as desired. 
LEMMA 3.10. AC(A) n AV(A”) = DC. 
Proof. If d E N(A) induces an inner automorphism on both A and A”, 
then 3a E A and b E A” with da E C(A) and db E C(A5). Further, because 
a E C(A”) and b E C(A), dub E C(A) n C(A”) = C so d E DC. The reverse 
inclusion DC C AC(A) n A”C(A”) is obvious. 
LEMMA 3.11. If z -C w, C = (z) x O(C). 
Proof. By hypothesis 3a E A”, b E A with 1 a 1 = / b 1 = 4, u; = ab and 
for someg E G w = zg. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C; then T C C(w) = Ng 
whence by Lemma 3.8 and symmetry m(T) == 1. Proceeding by way of 
contradiction let c be an element of order 4 in C so that ca is an involution in 
C(A) n C(zQ). By 3.4 the centralizer of each involution in W = (cu, z) is 
contained in N, whence from 3.7 it follows that A z SL(2, 5) and 
W c AgC(Ag) n AkK’(AZg) = D0. Since (by 3.5) no involution of W 
centralizes A” or ,4”~ and since Sylow 2-subgroups of DC are of type 
Qs*Qs*Qzn orQs*Qs*G, WC Dg - {.a”>. This is absurd because all 
involutions in D” - {a?} are conjugate in DQ but visibly C,(U) = C,,,(M) z 
N = C(z). This contradiction comes from assuming the existence of c. 
LEMMA 3.12. (1) If xv is rooted in N(A), zg E DC. (2) If / C I2 > 2, 
VgEG- N, zgq!DC. 
Proof. Assume .zg is rooted in N(A). Since by 3.5 a0 is not of field or .& 
type on A or A”, Lemma 2.5 (3) forces 9 E AC(A) n AK”(A”) = DC, as 
required for (1). 
To prove (2) assume zg E DC and write .ag = dc, d E D, c E C. Since 
[d, cl = 1, as centralizes c whence as lies in a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
D(C n N*), which is of type Qz,, * Qsn * Qa,,, or Qzn * Q2., * Z,, . Because as 
does not centralize either A or A”, .a~ E D and 3.11 forces j C I2 = 2. 
LEMMA 3.13. For every Tg E 5, Tg is cyclic of ordw at most 4. 
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Proof. If TIE .Y and 1 Tg / > 4, then 1 Tg n N(A)] > 2 so zg is rooted in 
N(A). Lemma 3.12 provides the desired contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.14. If .ZQ E N - N(A) for some g E G, then z E NJ - N(Ag) and 
zz” -G 20. 
Proof. In view of [z, ZY] = 1, z E Ng. Write A/O(A) s SL(2, q) or A, for 
some odd q > 3 and let B = {aazg 1 a E A}. By Lemma 2.1 (4) B is a homo- 
morphic image of A-in fact, more specifically, B = Co(z@)’ and B/O(B) s 
L,(q) or A, respectively. Thus B is a component of E(C,,(z)) so by applying 
Lemma 2.3 in the group H = Ng with (zg, z, B, As) for (a, t, A,L) and 
using the fact that B g As we obtain that either [B, Ag] = 1 or Ag # As” and 
B = C.4sAsi(z)‘. If [B, As] = 1, it follows from another application of 2.3 
with A”g = L that also [B, A591 = 1 so [B, DO] = 1. Therefore either 
B C CT or B C DY. The former possibility is ruled out by the fact that Cg n N 
is of 2-rank 1, so B C DY. Now since z is not of field or Z7 type on Ag or A”g, 
if z E N(Ao) we would have C,,(z) a solvable group, contrary to B _C C,,(x). 
This proves z E Ng - N(Ag). 
To prove zzg N w, let a be an element of order 4 in A, b = xgazg so ab is 
an involution in B C Do. Because ab E Dg but z $ Dg, ab # z so ab - w in D. 
Similarly, ab E D but .zg $ D so ab and zgab are noncentral involutions in Dg 
and are therefore conjugate in Do. Finally, one computes: z”ab = 
(zgazv)(zgb) = b-lzzgb which proves z.@ mG w, as desired. 
LEMMA 3.15. If zg is rooted in N and zg $ DC, .zg is of PGL type on both 
A and iIx. 
Proof. Since zg $ DC, by 3.12 (1) .aQ is not rooted in N(A). Thus 
3x EN - N(A) with x2 = zg. As usual, .zg is not of field or Zr type on A or 
,4”. Moreover, if .zg induces an inner automorphism on A, z’=’ = (zg>” induces 
an inner automorphism on Ax whence by 3. IO zg E DC, against our hypothesis. 
Thus zg is of PGL type on A and zu = (zU)~ is of PGL type on A” as well. 
LEMMA 3.16. If Tg E 7, 1 T” 1 = 2. 
Proof. This proof makes full use of the symmetry between (N, C) and 
(Ng, 0). Assume ZlTg E 9 with 1 To / > 2 so that by 3.13 To= 2, and by 
3.11 (.a”) = Q,(TQ) g DC. Thus Lemma 3.15 proves that ,e? induces a 
PGL automorphism on both A and A”. Since zg inverts elements r and s of 
order 4 in A, A” respectively, zg centralizes the involution w = rs. Using 
Lemma 3.6 let u be an element of order 4 in C n C(Tg). Hence by symmetry 
(u) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C n Ng and (via 3.9) u2 = z. By construction 
0’ = {u, us> is an abelian subgroup of No of type (2,4). 
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We now concentrate on determining the embedding of C in Yg. Using 
symmetry we see that z is rooted in No and z 6 DSO whence zz is of PGL 
type on both ‘4~ and A”!‘. Because z 6 DC”, by 3.12 x is not rooted in N(A’J), 
whence U n N(-~Y) = (z, w). The PGL” coset of N(iZ9/AX’(-49 contains 
no involutions so there exists an involution o E (a, w) with E E -4”C(Ag). 
Furthermore, a = TY E A!J’K’(A~~‘) == AX’(AX”) so, by 3.10, F E DpCg and, 
of course, 2’ f {w, zw). 
The next objective is to prove z.’ E Dg. Let S be a Sy-low 2-sub- 
group of Ng containing U and let S = S/(zQ. Thus S r‘l DgCg = 
(S n c”) x (S n As) x (S n A”“) so we may write v = E& with c E S n 0, 
a E S n Ag, b E S n Axg and c2, a2, b” E (~9). Since u centralizes n and 
u E Ng - N(Ag), a E (2”) o b E (9) e v = c o ZI E 0. If ~3 E Co, however, 
by 3.4 and as “c’ E D, C C C(V) c Nr, so by 3.8 m(C) = 1. This is impossible 
because ZY would be the unique involution in 0 and we would have 
zu = v E D, contradicting Lemma 3.11. We may therefore write z’ = cab 
where / a / = / b j = 4; because u2 = 1 and (ab)2 = 1, c2 = 1 as well. 
Since z normalizes A”, A”g and 0 and centralizes et, from the direct product 
decomposition of S n DX’g it follows that z normalizes (a>, (b> and (c, 9). 
By the PGL action of z on Ag, A”g, a must invert (a) and (b) whence 
centralize ab. Finally, because z centralizes ab and o, z centralizes c. But by 
3.8, (~0, c) is not a fourgroup so c E (9). These calculations have proven 
ZlEDg. 
This leads to a contradiction because ‘u and XZI are conjugate in D and by 
Lemma 2.8 (3) ZZJ and z are conjugate in (z)D” but by 3.11 z +c w. This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
THEOREM 3.1. C = (x) x O(C). 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that 1 C \a > 2 and let T” IS .Y. By 
Lemma 3.16 Tg = (~9) and by Lemma 3.12 zg $ DC. If ~9 induces an inner 
automorphism on one of the components of D, say A, then C,&“) contains 
an element y of order 4, whence z is rooted in N’J. Furthermore, by the sym- 
metric version of 3.12 z $ DK’g so by 3.15 z is of PGL type on both Ag and 
Azg. Interchanging the roles of N and NY if necessary we may assume either 
29 E N - N(A) or ag induces a PGL automorphism on both A and Ax. 
Considering both cases simultaneously, as before there exists an involution 
w in C,(zg) - (a}. Let R E Syl,[N,,,(P)) so that by 3.6 R = (z, 9). If 
R C S E Syl,(CTQ), because 1 S 1 > 4 RI = N,(R) E D, . LetF = (R, w) e E, 
and let r E R, - R; hence (9)~ = zag, w’ = w. By construction w E Ng so w 
normalizes the group N,,,,,(R) which also has dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups of 
order 8. Let R, be a Sylow 2-subgroup of NCgcZj(R)(w) containing F and 
let s E R, - F; hence zs = ZZ~ and because j R, : F j = 2, s normalizes F. 
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With H defined as (F, r, s) we have H C N(R) n N(F) and H/C,(R) s Z3. 
If h is an element in H - C,(R) of 3-power order, then h produces the 
following fusion in F: 
If .zg is of PGL type on A, A”, then by 2.8 zg N w.+ N wzz” in (z”, D>. 
Because z +, w, necessarily v = w. This leads to a contradiction because 
wz N w in D and .zo N zgw in (z?, 0). 
Finally, if ~0 EN - N(A), since z N ZZ” Lemma 3.14 shows that z mG. w, 
contradicting Lemma 3.11. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
IV. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
The main task of this section is to eliminate the possibility that a 2-element 
of N(A) induces an automorphism of A of field or .Z7 type. Once this is com- 
pleted, arguments found in the “Sectional 2-rank < 4” paper [l I] together 
with the relevant Sylow 2-subgroup classification theorems complete the proof 
of Theorem 1. 
The notation carries over from Section III with the following additions: 
SE Syl,(N), M = S n N(A), R = S n AC(A). 
Thus M/R is abelian of type (P, 20) w h ere 20 is the order of the PGL coset 
of N(A)/AC(A), i.e., LY. = 0 or 1. Although R a M it is not clear that R g S. 
It is in general true, however, that R = S n C(A) C(Az) = S n D but this 
is difficult to prove. We content ourselves with a weaker result from which 
we will be able to derive the above equalities in each of the special cases we 
consider: 
LEMMA 4.1. (1) If s E (S n C(A) C(A”)) - R with s2 E R, then s does 
not lie in the coset of jield or Z7 type of M/R. (2) If some involution of M is of 
field type on A, then R = S n C(A) C(Ax) = S n D. 
Proof. (1) Assume to the contrary that s belongs to the coset of field or Z; 
type of M/R. We want to show that s may, in addition, be chosen to be an 
involution centralizing Ax. Write s = s1s2 where s1 E S n C(A), s2 E S n C(AS). 
Now because the field or Z; coset contains involutions (mod C(A)), 3a E A n S 
such that (~,a)~ E C(A), whence (~~a)~ E S n C(A) n C(A”) = (2). Note that 
s2a = s (mod AC(A)) and sza E C(A”) so if (~,a)~ = 1 our first objective is 
accomplished. Assuming (s~u)~ = z we may replace s,a by an A-conjugate s, 
to get that C’,,,(s,) E Syl,(C,(s,)). Since s: = z, ss induces a field or Z, 
automorphism of A of order 2 so sb E S n CA(sQ) with j b j = 4. Hence 
481/41/1-3 
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(~~6)~ = 1, s,b = s (mod AC(A)) and s,b E C(P). Thus we may have assumed 
at the outset that s2 = 1 and s E C(A%). 
By Lemma 3.4 C(s) C N. Now consider the value on s of the transfer V 
of G into N(A)/AC(A): V(s) = JJ, sg (mod AC(A)) where the product runs 
over representatives g of cosets gN(A) w IC h’ h are fixed by s under left multi- 
plication. Since s fixes both IN(A) and xN(A) and since P E C(A), ssz = s 
(mod AC(,4)). By Lemma 3.5 Vg E G - N sQ is not of field or Z; type on A; 
so if pAC(A) is the PGL coset of AC(A) in N(A) (or the trivial coset if no 
PGL coset exists, i.e., if 01 = 0) and s fixes the coset gN(A) # IN(A) or 
xN(A), then s”AC(A) E @AC(A)). Thus for some 6 EZ V(s) = sps 
(mod AC(A)). Th’ IS is impossible because if 6 is even (or 01 = 0) sp” = s 
(mod AC(A)) and if 8 is odd sps = sp (mod AC(A)), but V(s) z= 1 
(mod iZC(A)) by virtue of the assumption G -= O?(G). Thus s does not 
belong to the coset of field or Z; type of M/R. 
To prove (2) assumef is an involution in AI which is of field type on A but 
R j; S n C(A) C(A”). We may assume C,(f) n SE Syl,(C,(f)). Let 
c E (S n C(A) C(P)) - R with c2 E R and write c = crce where cr E S n C(A), 
c2 E S n C(&). By (1) c2 +f(mod R) so (A, c,)/C(A) n (A, c2) g PGL(2, q) 
or PGL*(2, 4). Let d be an element of order 4 in S n C,(f) so that both f 
and@ induce field automorphisms of order 2 on A. By Lemma 2.5, f and fd 
are conjugate (mod C(A)) in (A, c2 , f ). Moreover, because (A, cz) C(A) is of 
index 2 in (A, c2 , f)C(A) the conjugation can be accomplished by some 
element in the former group: 3e E (A, cz) with (f e)(fd)-l E S n C(A). But 
(A, cz) C C(k) and d E A so (f”)(fd)-l E C(A*) as well. Thus for some 
E E {O, l>f” = fdz’ which is absurd because if 1 = 2, (fd ( = 4. This 
contradiction proves that R = S n C(A) C(A”). Since R (1 S, for x E S - M 
R = Rx SO by 3.10 R = R n Rz = S n D. 
LEMMA 4.2. If / A I2 2 16, .z +o w. 
Proof. Assume / A I2 = 2’z+1 >, 16 and z wc. w. Let (a) and (b) be 
cyclic maximal subgroups of A n S and Aa: n S, respectively, and let i and i 
be elements of order 4 in A n S and Ax n S inverting (a> and (b), respec- 
tively. Because n > 3 (a) and (6) are uniquely determined and every 
subgroup of each of these groups is normal in M. Since all involutions in 
D - {z} are conjugate in D we may assume w = a 2”-w2 so u = C,(w) 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(w) and 1 S : U / = 2. Because Q,@(S)) = (z), 
Q,(Z(U)) = (z, w}. Set Z = (a, w), Ur = U n D = (a, b, ij) and let 
U, = (a, b) be the abelian subgroup of index 2 in U, inverted by the involu- 
tion ii. Finally, set s = ibznm2 so that s? = 1 and ws = zw. 
By assumption 3g, E G such that wQl = z. Since n > 3 3c E (a) with 
c4 = z. Now 1 = [c, w] = [c, ,zR;‘] = [cQ1, z]Qll so cQ1 E N and because xQ1 is 
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rooted in N(A), by 3.12 a91 E D. Thus 3g, E D such that avl@ = ~3 and, of 
course, wg1Q2 = 292 = a. Since U E Syl,(C(.Z)) we may assume g = gig, 
normalizes U as well as Z. With H defined as (U, s, g) one sees that 
H C N(U) n N(Z) and H/C,(Z) s Z; . We may therefore pick h E H - C,(Z) 
of 3-power order inverted by s; in particular, h acts frobeniusly on Z. Define: 
“7G = (U* C U, / U* admits (s, h) and ZC U* n (i,}. 
Suppose we could demonstrate that “2 f a. Then for L’* E ON set 
lJ,* = U* n U, . If h does not normalize Uz*, then j U* : U,* I = 2 and 
because ZC Uz*, Z = Z(U*). In this situation U,* n Uch is a central 
subgroup of index 4 in L r*, forcing j U* 1 < 16. It follows that [ c*’ i = 2, 
contradicting the frobenius action of h on Z. Therefore h normalizes U2* 
and so h normalizes I’ = Q,( U,*). Because Z C VC CT, , the action of h 
forces V = Q,(U,) = (K’ ) x ((&J)*“-~) s Z, x Z, and I/ S. Under 
the action of h the elements of I’ of order 4 fall into 4 orbits with representa- 
tives (the roots of z in I’): aznmz, b2”-‘, a~~‘“-‘, bmznm”. If UC N(A), because 
j S : U 1 = 2, U = 5’ n N(A) which is false because s E M - U. Hence for 
any x E Z: - N(A), (azn-“)= E {bzns2, bkz’-*}. Thus 
(*) (U, h) is transitive on the elements of order 4 in V. One easily 
verifies that in the group X = Aut(V), C,(Z) = O,(X) is elementary 
abelian of order 16 and X/O,(X) z za For any subgroup Y of U let 
F+ = YC,(Y)/C”(V) so that the previous remark shows i7 is elementary 
abelian of order < 16. Also observe that o1 = (5). Now because s E D, 
[U, s] C U, so [a, h] _C [a, s][a, ~1~ = (ij, (ii)“). But ij inverts I/ so 
(;j)h -= ii (mod C,(V)) whence h centralizes 8. This proves: 
(* *) ( U, h) acts trivially on U. By (*) and (* *) for every element z, of 
I’ of order 4 C,(V) = C,(V) and, in particular, C,(V) C N(A). Let 
x E U - N(A) and let a, be an element of order 8 in (a), b, = a,“. Note that x 
does not centralize any element of order 4 in V, whence as qb, E Q,( UJ = V, 
(qb,)” = afb, # qb, . But x2 normalizes (ai) and centralizes 1/3_ (al”) so 
XI a, = a,.~. This proves, for one thing, x cannot be chosen to be an involution. 
Since h centralizes iJ we may choose the above x to lie in C,(k) as well. Let j 
be the involution in (x} so Jo (x2) C C,( I’). If j is an inner automorphism 
on A, Jo R and j = j” E Rx so by 3.10j~ U n D = U, . This is impossible 
because Vi n C,( I’) = U, but no involution of U, commutes with h. Thusf 
induces an outer automorphism on A, hence because j centralizes V it is of 
field or Ir, type on A. Let y = x2 so that by a previous result y centralizes 
uZn-’ but not azne3. A straightforward induction shows for 0 < 6 < n - 3y2’ 
centralizes aZn-‘-’ but not &-’ Because f E (y) and f does not centralize 
(a>, Y- =f.ByLemma4.1R=SnC(A)C(Az)=SnDsoRgS. 
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W’e can now determine the structure of S/R. Notice that by Lemma 2.5 (5) 
M/R is isomorphic to a subgroup of Z, x Z,,-, . Furthermore, we know 
y E M but y+ $ R so SIR has a cyclic subgroup (xR) of index at most 2. 
Now let IV = V(ccZo(z); U) and observe that as U, is generated by involu- 
tions which are all conjugate to z, IV2 U, . Certainly W # U, because W 
admits h whereas U, does not. Therefore 3k E G with 9 E U, zli $ U, . Since 
we proved Q,(U) C N(A) zli must be of PGL type on A. Since 9 was arbitrary 
subject to .zk E U - Ui and since M/R is abelian, we have / WR : R / = 2 
and, of course, WR a S. It follows that S/R is abelian of type (2, 2”~~). Let p 
be a representative of the PGL* coset of R in M so that S/(p, R) E Z,,ml . 
By the proof of Thompson’s transfer lemma (Lemma 5.38 of [IS]) 31 E G 
with f’ E (p, R), and because pR contains no involutions, f’ E R. This leads 
to a contradiction because every involution of R is fused in G to z but by 3.5 
f +c z. This proves % := @. The remainder of the proof of this lemma is 
essentially technical-it involves finding subgroups of U which must lie in @ 
if z wG zc. 
In order to check that some characteristic subgroup U* of U lies in @ one 
need only check that U* C: U, and aZnmd E U*: certainly U* admits (s, h) so 
z = (&-‘, (a2n-l)rL) c (az*-2, (a+)h) C U* n CT, . 
By hypothesis M/R is abelian of type (2&, 2s). Thus Lemma 2.5 (5) implies 
CT,-,(M) C R whence, via 3.10, fJ+,(M) C D n S. Since 0,(S) C M, 
U,_,(S) C S n D and if for every x E U - M x?R has order <n - 2 in 
M/R, then 7J,-,( U) C D. This is impossible because O+,(U) char U and 
a 2n-’ E U,-,(U) but q/ == z . Pick x E U - M with x2,-’ $ U, . 
It will be necessary to prove R = S n C(A) C(Az) = S n D. Assume 
3s E (S n C(A) C(A”)) - R with s2 E R. Write s = sls2 with si E S n C(A), 
s2 E S n C(A”). By Lemma 4.1 (A, s,)/C(A) n (A, sz> E PGL(2, q) or 
PGL*(2,4) so in either case 3a* E S n (A, s2> with (a*)” = a (mod C(A)). 
Because (A, se) C C(A”), (a*)2a-1 E S n C(A) n C(b) = (z) so ((a*)‘) = 
(a>. Furthermore, a* centralizes both a and 6, hence a* E U. Finally, 
(a*)2n-1 _ a2n-n so D,-,(U) E @, a contradiction. This proves that 
R = S n C(A) C(A”), whence R = R n Rx = S n D by 3.10 as desired. 
Now S/R has a cyclic subgroup (xR) of index < 2. If S/R is cyclic, 
Q,(S/R) C M/R. This is impossible because visibly Q,(U,) = U, so 
aznmz E U,P,(Q,( U)) C Ui but @ = U. Thus SIR is not cyclic whence M/R 
is not cyclic either. Since M/R is an abelian subgroup of index 2 in S/R, 
one of the following occurs: (1) S/R is abelian of type (2,2+l), (2) n > 4 and 
SIR is of type Mne1(2), or (3) n = 3 and S/R s D, . If S/R * D, , the 
other possibilities force Q,(S/R) to be a fourgroup, whence sZ,(S/R) = 
Q,(M/R) C M/R-a contradiction as before. Thus n = 3 and SIR g D, . 
Let W, = M/R and let W, be the remaining foursubgroup of S/R and note 
that (xR) is the unique Z, subgroup of S/R. If X? belongs to either the PGL 
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or field coset of M/R, then for every involution y of S neither y nor yz lies in 
the PGL* coset of M/R so necessarily yR E W, . In this situation 
Q,(S) R/R c W, so 0i(Qr(S)) C R. This means Q(Q,(U)) E @, which is 
false. Finally, assume x2 belongs to the PGL* coset of M/R and let y be an 
element of M which is of field type on A with y2 E C(A). Since y” is of PGL 
type on iI, y is of PGL type on A”. Thus, because the PGL coset contains 
involutions 3 yi E S n AZ such that (y~i)~ E C(A”). Since AZ _C C(A), 
(y~i)~ E (z) and yyi still induces a field automorphism of A of order 2. 
Moreover, if (yyi)” = z let y2 be an element of order 4 in C,(yyi), so that 
(yyi yJ2 = 1 and yyi y2 induces a field automorphism of A of order 2. Thus 
we may assume y EM is of field type on A with y2 = 1. By Thompson’s 
transfer lemma applied to S/(X, R) s 2, one sees that 3e E G such that 
ye E (x, R). But none of xR, x2R nor x3R contains an involution, hence ye E R. 
This is a contradiction by Lemma 3.5 since every involution in R is fused in 
G to z. 
The proof of the lemma is complete. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose M/R is cyclic. Then M/R has order at most 2 and is 
not of jield or +Z7 type on A. 
Proof. Notice that if M/R is cyclic of order > 2, by Lemma 2.5 (3) the 
coset of order 2 in M/R is necessarily of field type on A. Proceeding by way 
of contradiction therefore, assume M/R is cyclic of order 3 2 and Q,(M/R) is 
of field or Z7 type on A. 
By Lemma 4.1 R = S n C(A) C(A”) = S n D. 
Let x E S - M and let f. EM - R with fo2 E R; since f. is of field or Z, 
type on A and these cosets contain projective (mod C(A)) involutions we 
may pick f. withjo E C(A). Now f,,” E M - R and (f0.z)2 E R sofOz lies in the 
field or Z7 coset of AC(A) in N(A) w h ence f. lies in the coset of field or Z7 
type on AI’. Thus Elfi E AZ with (fofi)” E C(A=) n S. Again, as A” C C(A), 
(&Q2 E (z) and again if (fofi)” = z f or any fi of order 4 in CA(fofJ 
(fofifi)2 = 1. Thus the field or Z, coset of AC(A) in N(A) contains an 
involution of N(A) so we may choose an involution f E M - R. Since both 
f and f z $ R f is of field or Z; type on both A and AZ. 
Observe that the existence of a coset of field or 2, type forces 1 A I2 > 16. 
Thus if so E N(A) for some g E G, zo induces an automorphism of field or Z, 
type on both A and A”, an inner automorphism on A and A”, or ,zg = z. The 
first 2 possibilities are ruled out by Lemmas 3.5 and 4.2 so zg E N(A) o g E N. 
Furthermore, if zg E N - N(A) for some g E G, by 3.14 zzg mG w. 
Let P~Syl~(c~(f)); replacingfby an N-conjugate, PCS. LetF = sZ,(Z(P)) 
and observe that because C,(f) contains a quaternion group, F C M. Further- 
more M/R being cyclic forces j F : R A F 1 = 2; finally, since no noncentral 
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involution of D centralizes a quaternion subgroup of D, F = (f, z). Notice 
that by 2.8 f No fz in (A, f) but by 3.5 f 3cG z, so PE Syl,(C,(f)) as well. 
Suppose g E G such that fg E N(A); let Q E Syl,(C,(fg)) so that for some 
p E C(f ), Q0-l” C P. Since fg is of inner, field, or .& type on A, 3a E Q with 
a2 = z. Thus zg-‘P E N(A) SO the preceding paragraph shows gp’p E N. In 
particular, f is not fused in G to any involution in D. 
We now demonstrate by means of the Z*-theorem that C(f) _C N. Assume 
z is not isolated in C(f), i.e., we could pick g E C(f) such that .zg E P - {z>; 
once again .sg E S - M so (.a+, f) is a foursubgroup of SIR. Note that M/R 
is a cyclic subgroup of index 2 in S/R so that structure of SIR is almost 
determined. If S/R is abelian (of type (2,2s)) we may transfer G into 
S/(z*, R) g Z2s and apply the proof of Thompson’s transfer lemma to get 
f fused in G to some involution in (se, 0). This is impossible because by 
2.8 the classes of involutions of (zg)D are represented by ~0, a@, w, z, all of 
which are fused in G to either z or w. Thus S/R is nonabelian and, in 
particular, xgR is not central in S/R. Hence there exists sr E S such that 
.+1 E fzgD. Again, by Lemma 2.8 3s E N such that zgs E {fzg, fix”}. Since 
fi” = (f4” -c f we must have .sos = fmg. This also is impossible because 
ZZO~ = (zzg)s -G w and zags = ,+fiz”) = fz” wc f but w +G f. This 
argument shows that .z is isolated in C(f) so the Z*-theorem yields the 
factorization: 
Cdf 1 = Clv(f 1 O(G(f N- 
Therefore, the nonsolvable sections of C(f) occur as nonsolvable sections 
of C,(f), hence as nonsolvable sections of C,,(f) * C,,(f). 
SinceF# m,forsomegEG,zgES-{(z)sozgES-M. 
If S/R is abelian, S/R = (M/R) x ((@R/R). By Thompson’s transfer 
lemma applied to S/(zg, R) we obtain h E G with f” E (R, zg). Since no 
conjugate off lies in D, f h E S - IM. This leads to a contradiction because if 
A/O(A) s 4, or SW, q), C,(f”> involves A, or L,(p) but a previous 
paragraph shows C(f) contains no such section. More generally, this proves 
that if f h E N for some h E G, f h E N(A). 
Thus S/R is nonabelian (in particular, not of order 4) so A g SL(2, q), 
4 > 9 and C,( f ), C,,(f) are quasisimple. By Lemma 2.4 applied in the group 
H = C(f) with (f, z) for (a, t) we have C,(f) * C,,(f)rE(C(f)). Set 
4 = CAf 1; so [O(C(f >I, A11 C O(C(f )) n E(C(f )) C -W(C(f ))). Since Al 
is perfect and [O(C(f)), A, , A,] = 1, L emma 2.1 (1) gives [O(C(f)), A,] = 1 
and, in particular, z centralizes O(C(f)). Th is establishes C(f) C N as desired. 
Moreover, if f h E N for some h E G, f h E N(A) - D so fh induces an auto- 
morphism of field type on A. By Lemma 3.5, necessarily h EN! This shows 
that [f, zg] # 1. 
By Lemma 2.8 there are 2 D-classes of involutions in the coset fD repre- 
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sented byf and fw for some involution w E C,(f) - {z}. One verifies directly 
that 1 R : R n P 1 = j D : C,(f)i, = 2. Since fR is central in S/R, (S, D) 
permutes under conjugation the involutions in fD. It follows therefore that 
1 S : P 1 < 4 with equality occuringif and only if (S, D) acts transitively. If 
z” normalizes P, .sg normalizes F = Q,(Z(P)) = (z, f) and (zg, Z, f) z D, 
with center Z. This is impossible because in such a group ~0 N xx” but 
z & w. 
Let PI = N,(P) and e = ,@fzg so S 1, PI JZ P and ,sg 6 PI . Thus W = F. 
FZ” = (z, f, e) is of type E, or D, and is normalized by ~0. If Wg D, , 
(fe) must be the unique 2, subgroup of W with (fe)2 = Z. This is again 
impossible because .ZB inverts fe so (fe)-?zg(fe) = ZZ~ contrary to .Z +c w. 
We must therefore have WE Es so [e, f] = 1 = [zg, ef] and X = (e, f, zg} s 
D, , with center a = ef. In addition, as fR = eR, a E R and as Wz E, , 
a # 2. Write a = bc where b and c are elements of order 4 in A, A” respec- 
tively. Since .sg $ N(A) and ~0 centralizes a, zgbzg E {c, c-l}. If Z”bsg = c, 
zgbc = (zgbzg)(zgc) = c-lzzgc which is impossible as zg N .zga = zgbc in X 
and zzg N w. The only remaining case is when 29629 = c-l. A direct com- 
putation shows fb E NY. But f centralizes a = bc and normalizes A, so 
(fb)2 = 1 or z (according as f inverts or centralizes (b), respectively). We 
cannot have (fb)2 = z because z $ N(Ag). Thus (fb)2 = 1 so by Lemma 2.8 
3d E (A, f) with fa = fb. This is a contradiction because (f”)g-’ EN but 
dg-l $ N. The proof of the lemma is complete. 
LEMM.4 4.4. M/R is cyclic. 
Proof. The basic framework of this argument follows that of the previous 
lemma although the technical difficulties encountered here are considerably 
greater. 
Assume to the contrary that M/R is of type (2, 26) /3 3 1. This assumption 
immediately forces j A I2 > 16 and A/O(A) * A, . 
Assume i is an involution in N(A) such that for some g E G C(i) C No # N. 
First of all, by 3.5 i is not a field automorphism on A. If i induces an inner 
automorphism on A, because 1 A I2 > 16 i centralizes some element a in 
A of order 8. In this case a2 E N(Ag) (and a4 = Z) so by Lemma 3.12 z E Dg 
contrary to 4.2. Hence i is necessarily of PGL type on A and, similarly, on 
A” as well. 
In the previous lemma we had M/R cyclic of order 28 but (by Lemma 2.9) 
it may not have been possible to pick an element of M which induced a field 
automorphism of order 26 on A. Here, however, because 01 = 1 we may pick 
y E M which induces a field automorphism on A of order 2s i.e., y2a E C(A). 
Suppose we could not pick such an element y with y2’ E (z). Let x E S - M 
and let p be a representative of the PGL coset of M/R on A, p2 E R; so 
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M/R = (pR> x (yR). If yx E (yR), then 3a E S n A and 8 E h such that 
y% E y6 (mod C(A)). With b = a”-l we have b E A” C C(A) so yb induces a 
field automorphism on A of order 2s and (y6)@ E S n C(A) n C(Az) = (z) 
contrary to assumption. Thus 3X E Z such that 
yz = pyA (mod R) (*) 
We need to show h is odd. Assume, therefore, h is even and consider first 
when /3 = 1. In this case (*) reads yz = p (mod R), i.e., y3! lies in the PGL 
coset of M/R. Since this coset contains projective (mod C(A)) involutions 
3a E A n S with y% E C(A). Again with b = axA1 we get (~6)~ E (a) and 
yb = y (mod R), contrary to assumption. If h is even and /3 > 1 set y, = yzBel; 
from (*) we obtain (yr)” = 1 (mod R) and yr induces a field automorphism 
of order 2 on A. Thus yr” E S n C(A) C(A”) hence also yr E S n C(A) C(A”) 
contrary to Lemma 4.1. This establishes that h is odd. Let S,, = ( y2, R) so 
that So/R = &(M/R) and M/S,, is a fourgroup. Because h is odd, p, y and y* 
are representatives for the nonidentity cosets of S,, in M. If i is any involution 
in M - R, i induces either a field or PGL automorphism on A, that is 
i z yz8-l or p (mod R) respectively; furthermore, in the former case, by our 
initial assumption, we must have /3 > 1. Hence, for any involution i E M, 
is, E (p&J. Finally, because y2’ E S n AZC(Az) = Rx we may write 
yzB = bc where b E S n AZ, c E S n C(A”). Since y2’ E S n C(A) and 
b E C(A), c E (z) proving y2’ E AZ. Let 1 y j = 2” so that z = y2”-‘. We are 
now in a position to derive a contradiction by considering the value on y of the 
transfer of G into M/S,. To simplify matters we set N,, = &AC(A), 
observing that N(A)/AC(A) is abelian so the Sylow 2-subgroup of N(A)/N” is 
isomorphic to M/S,, . If g E G - N and 1 # g-ly”g E N(A) for some u E E, 
then since zg E ( yg) by the initial remarks of this lemma zg is of PGL type on 
A whence is not rooted in N(A); we must therefore have g-‘y”g = zg i.e., 
D E 26-l (mod 29. In order to compute our transfer in the usual fashion we 
need to know the orbits of y on the cosets of N(A) in G. We first compute the 
orbits of y on the cosets of N in G and then see how these orbits “split” 
when passing from cosets of N to cosets of N(A). Write down the orbits for 
the left action of y on the cosets of N in G, noting that by the above calcula- 
tions orbits different from { 1 N} have size 26-2, 26-1 or 28: 
0, = {lN}, 0, , . . . . . . . . . , 0, , O,,, , . . . . . . . , 0,) O,,, , . . . . . . , 0, 
orbits 
\ i.1 
orbits of size 2*-l orbits of size 26 
The purpose of computing the transfer V: G -+ N(A)/N,, is to show that y 
has an orbit on the cosets of N of size 26-a i.e., Y > 2. Suppose to the contrary 
that every orbit different from 0, has size at least 2”-l(r = 1). For each i >, 2 
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let g,NE Oi . Let Oi = {yg,N,y2g,N,...,y2’giN} be an orbit of size 2” (i.e., 
i > s + 1). Then g;‘yUgi E NoyO = 1 so & = {ygJV(A),...,y2’giN(A)} 
and Bi,z = {yg,xN(A),..., y2’g,xN(A)} are distinct orbits of y on G/N(A) of 
size 26. We may therefore rearrange 0, ,..., 0, so that for every i > u 
gF1yUggi E N(A) o y” = 1. Thus if u < i < s, Bi = (yg,N(A),..., y26giN(A)} is 
an orbit of y on the cosets of N(A) in G. Finally, if 2 < i < u, gi1y2’-lgi E N(A) 
but g;iy2”-“gi $ N(A); also if yOgiN(A) = g,xN(A), g;‘yOgi E &(A) c N so 
0 = 0 (mod 26-1) contrary to g;1y2s-1gi E N(A). Thus if 2 < i < u, Bi,l = 
{yg,N(A),..., y26-.1giN(A)} and Bi,2 = {yg,xN(A),..., y”‘-kixN(A)} are 
distinct orbits of y on G/N(A). These calculations show that 
L 
W-1 
v(Y> E YY” E2 (g,1Y2”-~i><x-1g~1Y26-~i xI[,:, l 28 1 > n ifi Y gi 
Hence because y2* = 1 and because we previously demonstrated that for 
2 < i < II, g;1y26-1giNo = pN, = x-lg;1y26-‘gixNo ,
V(y) = yyz uff p2 (mod N,) 
i=2 
= yy” (mod NJ 
= p (mod NJ. 
This contradicts the fact that G has no subgroup of index 2. Thus the 
assumption Y < 2 must be false so 3g E G - N with g-1y28-eg E N. Because 
z = y2’-l, z E No and so either z $ N(AQ) or z induces a PGL automorphism 
on both As and Azg. Both of these situations lead to a contradiction because z 
centralizes the subgroup (g-lyz8-*g) of order 4 in A”g. This transfer argument 
has established that we may pick an element y of M which induces a field 
automorphism of order 2” on A with y2’ E (a). 
We want to be able to choose y with y2’ = 1. If y2 = z (i.e., /3 = l), as 
usual we may pick e E A n C(y) with j e 1 = 4 and replace y by ye to get 
y2 = 1. If yz8 = z and j3 > 1, working in (A, y)/(z) = (A, y), let T be 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of A containing a Sylow 2-subgroup of CA(y2’-‘). By 
Lemma 2.9 3e E T of order 25+l and E E (0, l} such that (ye)2“r-1 = y2’-‘ez8-‘x’. 
But because y2’-’ 
/3>1, y+ 
induces a field automorphism of A of order 2 and because 
centralizes (e2> 1 (e2’-l). Thus (ye)28 = 1 and 
2B 
ye = y 
(mod AC(A)) so we may assume y = I. Note that the replaced element y 
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might not induce a field automorphism on A, but certainly (by 2.5) the 
involution in (y) does induce a field automorphism on A. 
Let f = y2sm1; replacing y by an N-conjugate, if necessary, we may assume 
P = C,(f) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,,,(f). By Lemma 4.1 
R = S n C(A) C(B) = S n D. 
Since x E S - M, xR normalizes Ul(M/R) = (y?R) so if /3 > 1, fR is 
central in S/R. If f” is not a field automorphism of A we must have p = 1, 
f x a PGL automorphism of A and SIR z D, . In any case, because the PGL* 
coset contains no involutions, by following the argument in the proof of 
Lemma 4.3, 121(Z(P)) = (z, f) and P E Syl,(C&)); because C,(w) has an 
element a with a4 = z and because by 3.12 and 4.2 a 6 W Vg E G - N, the 
argument further shows f &- w. Now if f x induces a PGL automorphism of A 
let XR be an element of order 4 in S/R. It follows that x?R is the PGL* coset 
on A so if i is an involution of S with iR E (xR), then i E R. By Thompson’s 
transfer lemma applied to S/(x, R) one sees that 3g E G with fQ E R, a 
contradiction to f +o w or z. Thus f is a field automorphism of both A and Ax 
and so fR is central in SIR. 
Let p be an element of M which induces a PGL automorphism on A of 
order 2 i.e., p2 E C(A). Suppose we could not pick such an element p with 
p2 E (a). By following the arguments we used on y in this situation one sees: 
(l)pz#p(modR),(2)p2~Aa-(z),(3)ifg~G-Nandl #g-lp”gEN(A), 
then 1 g-lpOg 1 = 2. Now if g E G - N and 1 # g-‘p”g E N(A), then (2) and 
(3) imply zg E N(A) whence zQ induces a PGL automorphism on A. Since, by 
assumption, no involution induces a PGL automorphism on A, Vg E G - N 
g-lp”g E N(A) ep” = I. This demonstrates that the transfer I/: G -+ 
N(A)/AC(A) has value V(p) = pp” + 1 (mod AC(A)), contradicting 
G = 02(G). Thus we may choose p to induce a PGL automorphism on A 
with p2 E (z) (although not necessarily with pa = 1). Since px + f (mod R) 
and since the PGL* coset of M/R on A contains no projective (mod (z)) 
involutions, p5 is also a PGL automorphism on A, proving @(M/R) C 
W/R). 
As a final observation on the structure of SIR notice that the coset yR 
contains an element yi which induces a field automorphism on A of order 2s 
with yf’ E (a}, so by Lemma 2.9 (yR) 4 SIR. 
As in Lemma 4.3 we utilize the Z*-theorem to prove C(f) C N. Let 
Q = S n A = (a, i 1 02” = i4 = 1, iplai = a-l, i2 = &-I = z) g Qzn+l and 
let A/O(A) g SL(2,q). Assume we could pickg E C(f) such that zQ E P - {x}. 
If ,zg E N(A), then zg E p (mod R) and so fz” is an involution in the PGL* 
coset of AC(A) which is impossible. Thus .zg E S - M and so .zzg mG w. Set 
x = ZQ, b = a”, j F ix and observe that (u), (b) 4 M. The discussion 
splits into two cases according to whether S/R is abelian or nonabelian. 
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Case I. S/R abelian. 
In this situation SIR = (pjR) x (yR) x (xR). By transferring G into 
S/(pj, X, R) and applying the proof of Thompson’s transfer lemma we obtain 
h E G such that jh E (pj, x, R). No conjugate of j lies in R and no involution 
lies in the PGL* coset pjR. Further, by 2.8 every involution in xR(C xD) is 
fused in G to either x or w, so the only possibility is jh E xpjR Since f2 = 1, 
3r ~pfR with (w)~ = 1, i.e., x inverts Y. 
The next objective is to show that a and i can be chosen in such a way that 
the following relations occur: (I) y2 = a&-l, (2) Y centralizes a, 6, (3) j~j = 
y1+2”-’ ) (4) zjY$ = Y-l+2n-1Z, (5) j centralizes i, j. Of course we already know: 
(6) faj == az and jbf = bz by 2.5, and, by construction, (7) ij is an involution 
inverting a, b, and (8) x inverts Y and centralizes both j and ij. Concentrating 
on (l)-(5), therefore, notice that R/(z) g Q/(z> x p/(z) and since x 
inverts y2 E R we may write r2 = cd-lzE where c E Q, E E (0, I} and cx = d. 
Now Y-~XY = Y-~X = c-l dzcx = (c-‘x)(x dx).zE, giving Y-~XY = c-lx~c. 
Hence, as z +G w (~xz), E = 0 and 7c-l E No. Because 
(Y, Ax)/(r, A”) n C(A”) s PGL*(2, q) 
and because C(A”) n (Y, A”) n S = Q, by 2.5 (Y, R)/Q e QDzn+l. From 
properties of quasidihedral groups it follows that c E (a), d E (b) and YQ has 
otder 4 or 2”. Assume first / YQ 1 = 4, let (b*Q) be the cyclic maximal 
subgroup of (r, R)/Q and notice that r-lb*rQ = (b*Q)-1+2”-1 and ((b*Q)z) = 
(bQ). Thus YQ inverts bQ and, of course, Y normalizes (b). Since (6, Q)/Q gg 
(b>/(z) and 1 b 1 > 8 and r2 centralizes b, Y inverts (b2). Further, because we 
are assuming / YQ 1 = 4, d E (b2) so r inverts d; conjugating by x gives that Y 
inverts c as well. Notice that / c / = / d / = 4 so cd = cd-% and, by 
Lemma 2.1 (4) cd E N(Ag). But YC-~ E NV so (YCC~)~ = cd-l E N(AO) hence 
z E N(&) contrary to Lemma 3.14. This argument has established that 
] YQ j = 2’” so (c) = (a) and (d) = (6). Since a, b were arbitrary subject to 
ax = 6 we may assume a = c, b = d, which gives (1). Thus for some 
E E {0, I} r-lay = aY. However, ra-l E W so (ya-1)2 = a-lb-k6 EN, 
and by Lemma 2.1 (4), ab l N(A”).Since Lemma 3.14 show 24 N(Ag), 
E = 0 so Y centralizes a and r-l = Y” centralizes a” = b, giving (2). Now 
choose notation so that i E C(j), whence also i* = j E C(j). From relation (6) 
we have that f centralizes y2. Moreover, because (YQ) and (rp) are the cyclic 
maximal subgroups of (Y, R)/Q and (Y, R)/p repectively, j normalizes but 
(by Lemma 2.5 (4)) does not centralize these cyclic quotient groups. It follows 
therefore that (f~j) . (~l+~~-l)-l EQ n p = (z). Thus jrf = Y~+~~-~zE for 
some E E (0, I}. As j, ra-l E W and j NV : N(Ag)/ = 2, (ra-l)-l(ra-l)f E N(A9). 
Computing this product gives ae”-2b-2”-2z++1 E N(A0) so a2n-zb2”-2ze+2 E N(k). 
Again, because ab E N(Ag) but z 4 N(Ag)r = 0 as was required to give (3). 
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Finally, we will establish (4) by again appealing to the isomorphism 
(r, W/Q zz Q&+1 . This gives that (ijlij)(r-l+z”-‘)-l E Q. Conjugating by x 
gives (ijr-lij)(r-rf2”-‘) E Q” so ijrij = r-l+~n-lz~ for some E E (0, 11. Since 
1 Ng : N(Ag)l = 2, (~u-l)(ru-l)~~ E N(AQ). By expanding this product via 
established relations we obtain &-zb-2”-‘zE E N(AQ), so a2”-1b2n-1~E+1 E iV(Ag) 
and, as before, E = 1. This completes the verification of relations (l)-(8). 
Returning to the global argument, by transferring G into S/(p, x, R) and 
applying the proof of Thompson’s transfer lemma, as in the argument of the 
first paragraph of this case we obtain k E G such that f k EPR U pxR. We now 
utilize (l)-(8) to show that neither of these cosets contains an involution! 
First assume f k E pR i.e., f k induces a PGL automorphism on both A and 
Ax. Now fr EPR so frtj EPR as well. A direct computation shows that 
(frij)2 = z so f+ is a projective (mod(z)) involution in pR. Since by 
Lemma 2.8 (3) all projective involutions in this coset are conjugate, pR cannot 
contain the bona fide involution f k. 
Thus fk EPXR = fxrR so for some ri E rR f k = fxrl . Since fx and f k 
are involutions, fx( = xf) inverts ri . Write 
rl = ra+buj 
for some D,T, p, v E Z. Working mod (z) and using (l)-(8) gives: 
(fx) rl( fx) = x( fra”;‘b”i”f )x (mod<+) 
(mod<+). 
Thus 
Hence, by rearrangement 
bo+2n-za - u 2n-zy-~jvy E jviTb-Ua-0 (mod(z)) (**). 
If 7 E 0 (mod 2), reduce (**) mod Q to get 
bo+2”-’ 3 jyb-ii (mod Q) 
whence Y = 0 (mod 2) and b”+u+2n-2 EQ n (b) = (z). Hence, in the case 
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7 E 0 (mod 2) we have that for some Q E (0, I} y1 = ~u~b-~-~“-~x~. Now, the 
involutionfx inverts rl , and, via (l)-(8) 





contradicting the fact that xfYlfx = Y;l. 
Thus the assumption 7 = 0 (mod 2) leads to the conclusion that fxrR 
contains no bona fide involutions. If 7 + 0 (mod 2), the argument of the 
previous paragraph (working mod p) shows v + 0 (mod 2). Again working 
mod Q( **) reduces to 
b~+2”-*y-ljy 5 jb-U (mod Q). 
Via (l)-(S) the left hand side of the above equation can be simplified to 
obtain 
jb-l-” = jb-0 (mod Q), 
so b-u+ll” E (6) n Q = (x). Thus for some E E (0, I} ri = ra%bl+ojZc = 






a contradiction to the fact that (fxY# = 1. I n a 11 cases the coset fxrR contains 
no involutions and so the discussion of Case I is complete. 
Case II. S/R nonabelian. 
In this case, because xR normalizes (yR) and centralizes (fR, pR) we 
must have that xR does not centralize (yR). This situation is identical to the 
nonabelian case of Lemma 4.3 where here the group (xR, yR) plays the role 
of S/R in Lemma 4.3. Following this previous argument, we get that 36 EZ 
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such that ~-~xy~ E fxR, so x is conjugate in N to either fx or fxz. As before we 
must have either f wG z or f wG u), both of which are impossible. This 
contradiction completes the discussion of Case II and so proves that z is 
isolated in C( f ). The Z*-theorem again yields the factorization: 
CG(f > = C,(f) O(G(f 0 
It is now an easy matter to complete the proof of this lemma. Assume S/R 
is abelian, whence it is of type (4,26), (2, 2s+l) or (2, 2, 26). The former 2 
cases may be eliminated by choosing I E S with r2R or rR the PGL* coset and 
by then transferring G into the cyclic group S/(Y, R) to obtain g E G with 
f * E (Y, R). Since no conjugate off lies in R or in the PGL* coset, a contra- 
diction is immediate; we are led to conclude S/R is of type (2, 2, 2s). Let 
x E S - M with x2 E R and transfer G into S/(x,pf, R) to obtain, via 
Thompson’s lemma, g E G with fg E (x, pf, RR). Since pfR is the PGL* coset, 
it follows that f” E S - M. By the parallel argument in Lemma 4.3 we see 
that L,(q) is involved in C,(fg) but not in C,(f), a contradiction. More 
specifically, we obtain that if f” E S for some g E G, then f” E fil. Thus 
S/R is nonabelian and because &(M/R) . is central in SIR, M/R is not a four- 
group. This forces A s SL(2,q) q > 9 and the argument in Lemma 4.3 
further shows C(f) _C N as desired. 
If for some g E G - Nf E NQ, thenfc N(Ag) and by the initial remarks of 
this lemma f induces a PGL automorphism on both A9 and Azg. We may 
assume zg E S, whence as zgf is an involution (therefore not in the PGL* 
coset) zg E S - M. This leads to a contradiction because fzq E S - M and 
f N fz” in (f, D*) by 2.8. We have proved that f” E No g E N. 
To complete the proof of the lemma set S* = (y2, R) so S*/R = 
&(M/R) 5 S/R, and M/S* is central and of index 2 in S/S*; thus S/S* is 
abelian. Since O?(N) C N(A), N(A)/AC(A) is abelian, and R = S n AC(A) = 
S n AzC(Az), we have R . O”(N) 5 N and N/02(N)R E S/R. Let N1 = 
02(N)S* so that Ni y N and N/N1 c S/S*. Consider the value on y of the 
transfer, I’, of G into N/N, . Because f is the unique involution in (y), 
1 # g-ly”g E No g E N. Thus V(y) = y (mod NJ, contradicting G = 02(G). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We have established that the Sylow 2-subgroup of N(A)/AC(A) has order 1 
or 2 and, in the latter case, is either of PGL or PGL* type on A. The discus- 
sion found in [1 1, part III, Sect. 91 establishes the following: 
(1) if iM = R, S is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of S,(q) for some 
odd 4, 
(2) if j M : R 1 = 2, S is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
L,(q)q + 1 (mod 8) for some odd q. The arguments of [l l] only require 
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G = O?(G) except in the case where 1 A I2 2 16 and Anne MacWilliams’ 
thesis [14] is quoted to obtain z & w. Since we already know this fact 
(Lemma 4.2), we are entitled to apply these arguments. Theorem 1 now 
follows as a consequence of the classification theorems [9, 10, 151. 
In order to make the result logically complete, however, we include some 
further discussion and invoke the full weight of [I I]. 
Let Qi be a quaternion (of order 8) subgroup of A n S, x E S - n/I and 
Q, = Qi”. An easy consequence of the results of Section 4 is that 
C,(Qi * QJ = (z) so, by Lemma 2 [13], S has sectional 2-rank < 4. We 
know from Section 3 that G/O(G) is fusion simple (i.e., is core-free, has no 
center and no subgroup of index 2) so, by Corollary C of [Ill, (G/O(G))’ is 
simple. Theorem 1 is now a direct consequence of the Main Theorem of [l I] 
together with known properties of the centralizers of involutions in the simple 
groups of sectional 2-rank &: 4. 
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